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Key Indicators

Statkraft AS[1]
12/31/2012 12/31/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

(CFO Pre-W/C + Interest) / Interest Expense 6.3x 6.1x 7.7x 5.0x
(CFO Pre-W/C) / Debt 18.5% 21.1% 25.5% 16.2%
RCF / Debt 9.0% -2.0% 7.1% -5.0%
FCF / Debt -4.0% -14.3% 6.4% -2.5%

[1] All ratios are calculated using Moody's Standard Adjustments. Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

Note: For definitions of Moody's most common ratio terms please see the accompanying User's Guide.

Opinion

Rating Drivers

- Leading European low-marginal-cost hydro generator with revenues supported by long-term industrial contracts

- Explicit and implicit support provided by the company's 100% owner, the Government of Norway

- Electricity-generating output exposed to variations in water inflow rates

- Additional risks of investing in overseas hydro construction

Corporate Profile

Statkraft AS (Baa1/Prime-2 (P-2) stable outlook) is the largest generator of hydro-powered electricity in Europe
and the third-largest power producer in the Nordic region. Statkraft AS is ultimately 100% owned by the
Government of Norway (Aaa stable). In order to grow its international presence, Statkraft is heavily investing in
renewable energy projects in continental Europe, and in emerging markets through its majority owned subsidiary

http://www.moodys.com/corpcreditstatsdefinitions


SN Power.

In 2012, Statkraft produced about 60 terawatt hours (TWh) from its largely hydro -based generation fleet,
comprising more than 320 power and district heating plants with total installed capacity of about 17 gigawatts. The
company generates the majority of its EBITDA from its Nordic electricity production and sales. Statkraft derives
further cash flow from its industrial holdings as well as the consolidation of its 66% ownership in Skagerak Energi,
a regional utility active in the generation, networks and district heating sectors in Norway. Skagerak Energi
contributes about 14% of Statkraft's EBITDA overall.

SUMMARY RATING RATIONALE

Statkraft's Baa1/P-2 ratings reflect (1) the company's strong market position as Norway's leading generator, with a
large proportion of low-marginal-cost hydro production; (2) its improving management of its energy portfolio to
maximise achieved power prices; and (3) the implied and actual support from its ultimate shareholder, the
Norwegian government. The current rating also takes into account (1) Statkraft's capital expenditure (capex)
plans, which we expect will result in an increase in debt; (2) the exposure of Statkraft's revenues to power price
and hydro output volatility; and (3) the potential weakening of the company's business risk profile through
investment in hydro and other renewables activities outside the European Union.

Statkraft has a weaker business risk profile when compared with other European utilities due to its principal role as
a generator and supplier of large industrial and municipal entities on a wholesale contract basis. Statkraft's
profitability and cash flow generation is generally more volatile than other European unregulated utilities, due to the
unpredictability of hydro levels, and its exposure to spot electricity prices in the Nord Pool.

DETAILED RATING CONSIDERATIONS

REVENUES ARE EXPOSED TO VARIABLE OUTPUT AND ELECTRICITY PRICES

Statkraft is the largest generator in Norway, owning about 35% of generation capacity. In the relatively fragmented
Nordic market, Statkraft is the third-largest generator, producing on average between 14% to15% of total power
generation depending on prevailing hydro levels.

Statkraft's output is exposed to poor precipitation in any given year. Lower-than-average reservoir levels
compromise Statkraft's ability to generate, requiring the company to carefully manage its output to maximise
revenues. Overall hydropower production of 27 TWh for the first six months of 2013 is 13% lower than for the
same period in 2012, reflecting very large water inflow in 2012. Despite the reduction in output, gross revenues for
the first half of 2013 were 12% higher than in the previous year, mostly due to production from the newly
commissioned Sheringham Shoal wind farm in the UK and the transfer of some hydro plants to Statkraft from its
parent Statkraft SF.

Statkraft sells just under half of its average annual output on the Nord Pool, which is the most transparent and
liquid of the European wholesale electricity markets. Prices on the Nord Pool are usually more volatile than those
on other European electricity exchanges, given the high, but variable, hydro content and high availability of nuclear
power (both low-marginal-cost technologies). Power prices in the Nord Pool are usually lower than wholesale
prices in continental Europe, unless reservoir levels are well below mean levels.

There is a partial inverse correlation between hydro production volumes and prices, as prices tend to go down
when hydro production is high and conversely go up when production is low. Over the next two or three years, we
expect average electricity prices to fall slightly, which could reduce Statkraft's cash flow generation if not offset by
revenue streams from the commissioning of new hydro and wind projects.

REVENUE RISK REDUCED BY LONG-TERM CONTRACTS AND INDUSTRIAL OWNERSHIP

In the Nordic market, around 45% of Statkraft's production is covered by long-term industrial contracts, limiting the
effect of significant price volatility. The agreement of higher priced long-term industrial contracts to replace
historical contracts at low statutory prices has reduced revenue volatility. Statkraft also hedges parts of the
production under term contracts through Nord Pool, although the company is not able to hedge its output to the
same degree as thermal and nuclear generators due to long-term uncertainty about reservoir levels year on year.
The remainder of the production is sold spot on the continental and Nordic exchanges.

Statkraft has in place a number of long-term contracts at commercial rates and sells directly to end-users -
primarily via its control of Fjordkraft (via Statkraft AS and Skagerak Energi) and Statkraft Varme (formerly
Trondheim Energi), which are municipality distribution and energy supply companies.



GAS-FIRED GENERATION UNECONOMIC DUE TO CHALLENGING MARKET CONDITIONS

The ongoing high gas prices in Europe of over EUR25 per MWh, combined with CO2 prices reaching historical
lows of about EUR4 per tonne in 2013, have made most gas generation in Europe unprofitable as spot electricity
prices in continental Europe have fallen to their lowest level for some years. Statkraft has placed two of its four
combined cycle gas-fired plants in Germany in cold reserve and has taken the other two plants offline, due to high
gas costs and low power prices at the spot market. Statkraft announced further impairments of value of existing
gas-fired power plants in 2012 of NOK1.99 billion (EUR254 million).

The Knapsack II 430 megawatt (MW) combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) was inaugurated in June 2013,
increasing Statkraft's gas-fired generating capacity to more than 2,500 MW, including those in wet and cold
reserve. However, none of the gas-fired power plants have operated since Q1 2013.

OWNERSHIP BY THE GOVERNMENT OF NORWAY PROVIDES RATINGS UPLIFT

Statkraft's Baa1 ratings incorporate two notches of uplift from its standalone credit quality (baseline credit
assessment, or BCA) of baa3. We view the ongoing level of support from the Norwegian government as strong,
reflecting a strong indication of support and a general alignment of consensus between the major political parties
that the company will remain 100% government owned. The Norwegian elections on 9 September 2013 resulted in
a change in government. We do not expect this to have an effect on the Statkraft's credit ratings as most of the
political parties appear aligned on the subject of Statkraft's continued ownership by the state.

Under our methodology for government related institutions ("GRI"), we view the level of dependence as moderate,
reflecting the moderate degree to which Statkraft and the government depend on the same customer base, and the
low level of common credit risks that could cause a default.

The government's commitment to the company was demonstrated by a NOK14 billion (EUR1.8 billion) capital
injection in 2010, although it continues to extract high dividends. The government has an aggressive dividend
policy of between of 75 and 100% of net profits, which can somewhat constrain the company's flexibility to invest.

The April 2011 White Paper on active ownership by the Norwegian state reinforced the strategic importance of
Statkraft, which the government has said will not be privatised. We also note that under the Norwegian Industrial
Licencing Act, only majority (two-thirds) publicly owned companies can own power plants or waterfall rights and
hold their licence in perpetuity, "to ensure that hydropower resources are managed in the best interests of the
general public."

DEVELOPMENT OF OVERSEAS PROJECTS INCREASES DEBT

The company aims to continue investing in wind farms, hydro projects in the Nordic area, as well as growing its
non-European businesses, particularly in Turkey, as well as South America through SN Power. We expect that
Statkraft's funding commitments will require it to raise about NOK10 billion (EUR1.3 billion) in additional debt by
2015. We forecast that more than 15% of Statkraft's generation portfolio will be located outside Europe by 2015.
We expect that this will result in lower quality cash flows, given the credit quality of the countries in which these
investments are located.

A large proportion of Statkraft's overseas investments are undertaken through SN Power, in which it has a
majority 60% stake; the remainder is owned by the Norwegian state fund, Norfund. In June 2013, Statkraft and
Norfund agreed to prolong their cooperation on renewable energy investment. This resulted in a postponement of
Norfund's put agreement to sell its shares in the jointly owned company, SN Power Invest, to Q2 2014 from Q4
2013, which is moderately credit positive for Statkraft. SN Power will be restructured, operationally consolidating
south Asian and South American investments with Statkraft's European investments. The other assets will be
folded into a new company with the aim of attracting third-party investors, which may reduce Statkraft's overall
capital commitment.

Whilst the majority of SN Power's investments are project-financed without recourse to Statkraft, the company
provides guarantees for some projects in order to cover construction risks.

Liquidity Profile

Statkraft's liquidity remains strong. Cash and marketable securities amounted to NOK10.7 billion (EUR1.36 billion)
at the end of June 2013, an increase over the same period in 2012, while cash flows from operations totalled
NOK4.2 billion (EUR548 million) for the first six months of 2013, a reduction of NOK2.9 billion (EUR370 million),



but offset by a NOK8.5 billion (EUR1.08 billion) one-off cash inflow from the sale of its shareholding in E.On SE
(A3 negative).

Statkraft also has available NOK1.0 billion (EUR127 million in overdraft credit lines and a NOK12.0 billion
(EUR1.53 billion) revolving credit facility with a maturity of January 2018, all of which are currently undrawn.

Statkraft's 2013/14 debt maturities totalling NOK4.9 billion (EUR625 million) and its NOK2.9 billion (EUR370
million) dividend payment in 2013 will be easily accommodated from cash reserves alone.

The company's cash flows vary considerably over a 12-month period due to seasonal effects. Volumes and
revenues are usually somewhat higher over the winter period. We expect Statkraft's underlying cash flow to be
negative until 2015, as significant development capex is spent on offshore wind and international hydropower. We
also expect that Statkraft's development capex for the period 2013-2015 will reach around NOK30 billion (EUR3.8
billion), which will require the company to raise additional debt if it does not receive additional equity funding.

Statkraft's revolving credit facility and some of its bonds incorporate a change-of-control covenant, and also a
covenant limiting the financial indebtedness in material subsidiaries to 7.5% of total group assets.

Rating Outlook

The outlook is stable. We expect the company to demonstrate ratios within the range indicated for the rating
category, i.e., maintaining funds from operations (FFO)/interest of at least 3.0x-4.0x, FFO/net debt in the mid- to
high teens in percentage terms and positive retained cash flow (RCF)/net debt. Statkraft's future financial profile
will be influenced by (1) the ongoing level of dividends extracted from the company; (2) the level of power prices;
and (3) the size and pace of its investment programme.

What Could Change the Rating - Up

An upgrade of the rating would be dependent on the company achieving and sustaining RCF/net debt in the double
digits in percentage terms, FFO/net debt in the high teens/twenties, and FFO/interest of 4.0x-5.0x or over.
Otherwise, a significant shift upward in government support would be needed to move the rating upwards, which
seems unlikely in the foreseeable future.

What Could Change the Rating - Down

Downward rating pressure could result if the company failed to maintain its financial profile in line with the current
guidance. A reduction in the perceived level of support from the government, particularly if accompanied by a still
very high, or unpredictable, dividend policy, could also have a negative impact.

Under our GRI methodology, Statkraft's ratings are not likely to be affected in the event of a limited fall in the
ratings of the Government of Norway. However, the company's ratings may be affected by changes in our
assessment of default dependence and support. Such changes could be the result of a change in the
government's ownership levels or strategy for the company, neither of which are foreseeable in the medium term.

Other Considerations

The BCA of baa3 is derived from Moody's methodology for Unregulated Utilities and Power Companies (August
2009), under which we assess Statkraft as a power company. Based on the company's three-year average
historic financial metrics, the grid-indicated BCA is baa3.

Rating Factors

Statkraft AS
                                                  

Power Companies [1][2] Aaa Aa A Baa Ba B Caa
Factor 1: Market Assessment, Scale and Competitive Position
(20%)

                                                                      

a) Market and Competitive Position                               X                               
b) Geographic Diversity                                         X                     
Factor 2: Cash Flow Predictability of Business Model (20%)                                                                       
a) Effectiveness of Hedging Strategy                               X                               



b) Fuel Strategy and Mix                                         X                     
c) Capital Requirements & Operational Performance                     X                                         
Factor 3: Financial Policy (10%)                                                                       
a) Financial Policy                               X                               
Factor 4: Financial Strength Metrics (50%)                                                                       
a) (CFO Pre-W/C + Interest) / Interest Expense (3 year
Avg)

                              6.7x                               

b) (CFO Pre-W/C) / Debt (3 year Avg)                               21.7%                               
c) RCF / Debt (3 year Avg)                                                   4.9%           
d) FCF / Debt (3 year Avg)                                                   -3.8%           
Rating:                                                                       
a)Indicated Rating from Grid                               baa3                               
b) Actual Rating Assigned                               baa3                               

                                                                      
Government-Related Issuer Factor                                                             
a) Baseline Credit Assessment baa3                                                             
b) Government Local Currency Rating Aaa                                                             
c) Default Dependence moderate                                                             
d) Support strong                                                             

[1] All ratios are calculated using Moody's Standard Adjustments. [2] As of 12/31/2012; Source: Moody's Financial
MetricsTM
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